Abstract. In this paper a dynamic technique for locating a point in a monotone planar subdivision, whose current number of vertices is n, is presented. The (complete set of) update operations are insertion of a point on an edge and of a chain of edges between two vertices, and their reverse operations. The data structure uses space O(n). The query time is O(log n), the time for insertion/deletion of a point is O(log n), and the time for insertion/deletion of a chain with k edges is O(log n + k), all worst-case. The technique is conceptually a special case of the chain method of Lee and Preparata and uses the same query algorithm. The emergence of full dynamic capabilities is afforded by a subtle choice of the chain set (separators), which induces a total order on the set of regions of the planar subdivision.
1. Introduction. A fundamental and classical problem in computational geometry, planar point location, is an instrument in a wide variety of applications. In a geometric context, it is naturally viewed as the extension to two dimensions of its one-dimensional analogue: search in a total ordering. It is formulated as follows. Given a planar subdivision P with n vertices (a planar graph embedded in the plane with straight-line edges), determine to which region of P a query point q belongs. The repetitive use of P and the on-line requirement on the answers call for a preprocessing of P that may ease the query operation, just as sorting and binary search intervene in one-dimensional search. The history of planar point location research spans more than a decade and is dense in results; the reader is referred to the extensive literature on this subject: [DL] , [EKA] , [EGS] , [Ki] , [LP] , [LT] , [P1] , [P2] , [PSI, and [ST] .
Most of the past research on the topic has focused on the static case of planar point location, where the planar subdivision P is fixed. For this instance of the problem, several practical techniques are available today (e.g., [EKA] , lEGS], [LP] , [P1 ] , [ST] ), some of which are provably optimal in the asymptotic sense lEGS], [ST] . The analogy with one-dimensional search, for which both static and dynamic optimal techniques have long been known, naturally motivates the desire to develop techniques for dynamic planar point location, where the planar subdivision can be modified by insertions and deletions of points and segments. In this setting, the three traditional measures of complexity for the static problemmpreprocessing time, space for the data structure, and query timemare supplemented by measures of pertinent update times, and preprocessing time is no longer relevant if the data structure is dynamically built.
Work on dynamic point location is a rather recent undertaking. Overmars [O] proposed a technique for the case where the n vertices of P are given, the boundary of each region has a bounded number of edges, and only edges can be easily inserted or deleted. The basic entities used in Overmars's method are the edges themselves; each edge currently in P is stored in a segment tree defined on the fixed set of vertex abscissae, and the edge fragments assigned to a given node of the segment tree form a totally ordered set and are therefore efficiently searchable. This approach yields O(n log n) space, and O(log 2 n) query and update times (worst-case) . Note that these measures are unrelated to the current number of edges in P. This technique can be extended to support insertions and deletions of vertices in O(log 2 n) amortized time,
at the expense of deploying a rather complicated and not very practical data structure. Another interesting dynamic point location technique, allowing both edge and vertex updates, is presented by Fries, Mehlhorn, and Naeher [F] , [FMN] , [M] . Their approach achieves O(n) space, O(log n) query time, and O(log 4 n) amortized update time. If only insertions are considered, the update time is reduced to O(log n) (amortized) [M, pp. 135-143] . This technique is suited for general subdivisions, and is based on the static point location algorithm of Lee and Preparata [LP] .
In a recent paper [ST] , Sarnak and Tarjan indicated as one of the most challenging problems in computational geometry the development of a fully dynamic point location data structure whose space and query time performance are of the same order as that of the best known static techniques for this problem. In this paper we make significant progress toward this goal, as expressed by the following theorem, which represents the central result of this paper.
THEOREM A. Let P be a monotone planar subdivision with n vertices. There exists a dynamic point location data structure with O(n) space requirement and O(log 2 n) query time that allows for insertion/deletion of a vertex in time O(log n) and insertion/deletion of a chain of k edges in time O(log n + k), all time bounds being worst-case.
It must be underscored that our method allows for arbitrary insertions and deletions of vertices and edges, the only condition being that monotonicity of the subdivision be preserved. The restriction to monotone subdivisions prevents the achievement of a more general goal. However, the class of monotone subdivisions is very important in applications, since it includes convex subdivisions, triangulations, and rectangular dissections. Moreover, from a methodological standpoint, the presented dynamic technique does not use bizarre data structures and is based on the same geometric objects, the separating chains, that yielded the first practical, albeit suboptimal, point location technique of Lee and Preparata [LP] , and later the practical and optimal algorithm of Edelsbrunner, Guibas, and Stolfi [EGS] .
The paper is organized as follows. In 2 we review the technical background and precisely formulate the problem. We recall the static point location technique of Lee and Preparata that consists essentially of performing binary search on a set of monotone chains, called separators, sorted from left to right. Also, we introduce a complete repertory of update operations.
In 3 we define a total ordering < on the set of regions of P and define a subclass of monotone subdivisions, called regular subdivisions, for which the ordering < is induced by the left-to-right adjacency of the regions. We show that the separators of a regular subdivision have a simple structure that allows for an efficient dynamic maintenance. We then transform an arbitrary subdivision P into a regular subdivision P* by (virtually) duplicating the edges along some monotone chains, called "channels." The regions of P*, called "clusters," are sets of regions of P (consecutive in the order <) connected by channels. The formal underpinning of the order < can be found in the theory of planar st-graphs [LEC] , [TP] and planar lattices [KR] .
In 4, we present the dynamic technique. The data structure is based on organizing the separators of P* into a balanced tree, called "separator tree." We show that the insertion/deletion of a chain causes the ordering < of the regions of P to be modified in a simple way. Namely, the transformation consists of partitioning the sorted sequence of regions into four subsequences and swapping the two middle ones. Regarding P*, we show that only O(1) channels are affected by the update. These properties are the basis of the algorithms for the insertion/deletion of chains. At the end of the section we describe the simpler algorithms for the insertion/deletion of vertices.
Finally, 5 concludes the paper with some open problems. 2. Preliminaries. The geometric objects to be defined below are readily motivated if we view a point of the plane as the central projection of a point of a hemisphere to whose pole this plane is tangent.
A vertex v in the plane is either a finite point or a point at infinity (the latter is the projection of a point on the hemisphere equator). An edge e- (u, v) is the portion of the straight line between u and v, with the only restriction that u and v be not points at infinity associated with the same direction. Thus e is either a segment or a straight-line ray, but not a whole straight-line. When both u and v are at infinity, then e is an edge at infinity, i.e., a portion of the line at infinity (the projection of an arc of the equator). A (polygonal) chain y is a sequence (ei: ei (v, vi+l) , i= 1,. ., p-1) of edges; it is simple if nonself-intersecting; it is monotone if any line parallel to the x-axis intersects y in at most a point or a segment. The notions of "left" and "right" are referred to a bottom-up orientation of the involved entity (a chain, or, later on, a separator, an edge, etc.). A simple polygon r is a region of the plane delimited by a simple chain with Vp--vl, called the boundary of r. Note that r could be unbounded; in this case the boundary of r contains one or more edges belonging to the line at infinity. A polygon r is monotone if its boundary is partitionable into two monotone chains yl and Y2, called the left chain and right chain of r, respectively (see Fig. 1 ).
Chains yl and /2 share two vertices referred to as HIGH(r) and LO W(r), respectively, with y(HIGH (r)) > y(LO W(r)). In other words, HIGH (r) and LO W(r) are, respectively, points of maximum and minimum ordinates in polygon r; each is unique unless it is the extreme of either a horizontal edge or an edge at infinity, in which case the selection between the two edge extremes is arbitrary.
A monotone subdivision P is a partition of the plane into monotone polygons called the regions of P (see Fig. 2(a) 
where V, E, and R, respectively, are the set of vertices, edges, and regions of P.
Given a monotone subdivision P, a separator cr of P is a monotone chain (Vl," ", vp) of P with the property that Vl and vp are points at infinity (hence, each horizontal line intersects a separator either in a point or in a segment). A separator of P is illustrated with bold line segments in Fig. 2(a) . Given Given a complete family of separators E for P, it is well known [LP] how to use E to perform planar point location in P. If n is the number of vertices of P, then in time O(log n) we can decide on which side of a separator the query point q lies; applying this operation as a primitive, a bisection search on determines, in time O(log t. log n), two consecutive separators between which lies q. This process can be adapted or supplemented to determine the actual region r to which q belongs.
Since is used in a binary search fashion, each separator is assigned to a node of a binary search tree, called the separator tree T. With a minor abuse of language, we call "node O-" the node of T to which O-has been assigned. An edge e of P belongs, in general, to a nonempty interval (o"i, O"i+1, ", O"j) of separators. Let node O"k, _--< k _-<j be the least common ancestor of nodes O"i, O"i+1, ", O"j; then e is called a proper edge of O"k and is stored only once at node O"k. We denote by proper(o"k) the set of proper edges of O"k, i.e., the edges of O"k stored at node O"k. This yields O(n) storage space while guaranteeing the correctness of the technique (see [EGS] , [LP] ). Note that edges whose extremes are both at infinity need not be stored.
We now illustrate that a planar subdivision P can be constructed by an appropriate sequence of the following operations.
INSERTPOINT (v, e; el, e2):
Split the edge e=(u, w) into two edges el=(u, v) and e2=(v, w) by inserting vertex v.
REMOVEPOINT (v; e): Let v be a vertex of degree 2 whose incident edges, el (u, v) and e 2 --(v, W), are on the same straight line. Remove v and replace el and e2 with edge e (u, w). INSERTCHAIN (3, vl, v2, r; rl, r2) :
Add the monotone chain 3,=(vl, wl,'", w,_, v2), with y(vl) < y(V2), inside region r, which is decomposed into regions rl and r2, with rl and r2, respectively, to the left and to the right of 3,, directed from vl to v2.
REMOVECHAIN (y; r):
Let 3' be a monotone chain whose nonextreme vertices have degree 2. Remove 3' and merge the regions rl and r2 formerly on the two sides of 3' into region r. (The operation is allowed only if the subdivision P' so obtained is monotone.)
With the above repertory of operations, we claim that a monotone subdivision P can always be transformed into a monotone subdivision P' having either fewer vertices or fewer edges. Then by O(n) such transformations, we obtain the trivial subdivision whose only region is the entire plane (bounded by the line at infinity). 
; the latter shows that the portion of 0-from vp to +c can be deleted. This establishes our claim.
When all finite vertices have disappeared, the resulting subdivision consists of a closed chain of edges whose union is the line at infinity. Removal of the vertices at infinity completes the transformation. Since all of the above operations are reversible, this shows that any monotone subdivision P with n vertices can be constructed by O(n) Although the above operations are sufficient to assemble and disassemble any monotone subdivision, the following operation is also profitably included in the repertory.
MO VEPOINT v; x, y):
Translate a degree-2 vertex v from its present location to point (x, y r, r r2, r 2 r Proof Let 0-/ be the leftmost separator that contains the left chain of the boundary of rl and, analogously, let 0-R be the rightmost separator containing the right chain of the boundary of r. These separators partition P into five portions, each a partial subdivision: one of them is rl itself, and the others are denoted L, R, B, and T (see Fig. 3 ). Now, we consider four mutually exclusive cases for rz, one of which must occur: We say that rl precedes r2, denoted rl < r2, if either rl -> r2 or rl r2. THEOREM 2. The relation < on the regions of P is a total order.
As an example, the region subscripts in Fig. 2(a) For example, in Fig. 2 (a) we have r 9 rio which shows that the illustrated monotone subdivision is not regular. An example of regular subdivision is given in Fig. 4(a) .
The significance of regular subdivisions is expressed by Theorem 3 below. It is easily realized that there is a unique complete family Z (oh,'' ", or,) of separators for a regular subdivision P. By the definition of separator, all regions to the left of precede all those to its right in the order <. Let T be a separator tree for the above family E. Recalling the rule for storing the edges of separator cr in T, as reviewed in 2, we have Theorem 3. THEOREM 3. In a regular subdivision P, the edges of proper(tr) in T form a single chain (see Fig. 4(b) ).
Proof Assume for a contradiction that tr contains a chain 3' that is the bottom-totop concatenation of three nonempty chains Yl, 72, and 3'3,  where 71 and 3'3 consist of proper edges of r, and 3'2 contains no such edge. Let vl and v2 be the bottom and top vertices, respectively, of 3'2, and let e' y and e" 3/2 be the edges of cr incident on v. Since e" proper(or), we must have e" proper(or'), where node tr' is an ancestor of node o-in T. We claim there is a region rl such that Vl HIGH(rl). Otherwise, each separator containing e"and so cr'also contains e', contrary to the hypothesis that node r is closest to the root among the nodes whose separator contains e'. Analogously, we show that there is a region r for which v2 LOW(r2). Since 3'2 is a monotone chain from HIGH (r) to LO W(r2) then r ]' r2, whence a contradiction.
This theorem shows that a regular subdivision has a particularly simple separator tree. In the next section we shall show that the property expressed by Theorem 3 is crucial for the efficient dynamization of the chain method for point location. We now slightly generalize the notion of region in a way that will enable us to show that any monotone subdivision embeds a unique regular subdivision. and r4, and r < < < (for the proof of Lemma 4) .
Given two vertically consecutive regions rl and r2, with rl q' r2, we imagine duplicating the channel from r to r2 and view the measure-zero region delimited by the two replicas as a degenerate polygon joining rl and r2 and merging them into a new region r LJ r2 (see Fig. 6 ). Clearly, we can merge in this fashion any sequence of vertically consecutive pairs. This is formulated in the following definition. DEFINITION 3. Clusters are recursively defined as follows:
(1) An individual region r is a cluster; (2) Given two vertically consecutive clusters X1 and X2, with X 'X2, their union is a cluster X, denoted X-X2 (the horizontal bar denotes the channel). A maximal cluster X is one that is not properly contained in any other cluster.
The unique subdivision resulting by forming all maximal clusters of P is denoted P*. Figure 2(b) illustrates the regular subdivision P* corresponding to the subdivision P of Fig. 2(a) where X r2-r3, X2 r6-r7, and X3 r9-ro-rl. Later we will find it convenient to explicitly indicate that two consecutive regions r and r may or may not form a cluster. We shall denote this with the string notation r--r2, where "--" means "potential channel."
We conclude this section with the following straightforward observation.
THEOREM 4. The subdivision P* obtained by forming all maximal clusters of a monotone subdivision P is regular.
Note that in the transformation of P to P* only the edges of channels are duplicated. By Lemma 4, each edge is duplicated at most once, thereby ensuring that the number of edges remains O(n). 4 . Dynamic point location in a monotone subdivision. 4.1. Data structure. In the following description, we assume that all sorted lists are stored as red-black trees [GS] , [T] . We recall the following properties of red-black trees that are important in the subsequent time complexity analyses.
(1) Only O(1) rotations are needed to rebalance the tree after an insertion/deletion.
(2) The data structure can be used to implement concatenable queues. Operations SPLICE and SPLIT of concatenable queues take O(log n) time and need O(log n) rotations each for rebalancing.
The search data structure consists of a main component, called the augmented separator tree, and an auxiliary component, called the dictionary. The augmented separator tree T has a primary and secondary structure. The primary structure is a separator tree for P*, i.e., each of its leaves is associated with a region of P* (a maximal cluster of P), and each of its internal nodes is associated with a separator of P*. (The left-to-right order of the leaves of the primary structure of T corresponds to the order < on the regions of P*.) The secondary structure is a collection of lists, each realized as a search tree. Specifically, node o-points to the list proper(r) sorted from bottom to top, and the leaf associated with cluster X (briefly called "leaf X") points to the list regions(x) of the regions that form cluster X, also sorted from bottom to top.
Given two regions r and r2 consecutive in <, the separator o-between r and r2 is associated with the least common ancestor of the leaves associated with the respective clusters of r and r in T. By the definition of separator tree, the edges of cr are stored in the secondary structures of nodes along the path from node r to the root of T; by Theorem 3, in a regular subdivision each extreme vertex of proper(r) splits proper(r'), for some ancestor node r' of node o-, into two chains. More precisely, the following simple lemma, stated without proof, makes explicit the allocation of the edges of oto the nodes of T.
LEMMA 5. Let o" be a separator of P*, and 0"1, O" h If instead e is part of a channel, then e' and e" are single edges and belong to distinct proper(or') and proper(o"). In the latter case e' and e" are on the boundary of the same cluster X so that nodes o-' and tr" are on the path from leaf X to the root of T. Therefore we represent proper(r) by means of two lists: strandl(tr) and strand 2( tr). List strand 1(o'), called primary strand, stores a representative for each edge of proper(tr) in bottom-to-top order. List strand2(r), called secondary strand, stores a representative for each double edge of proper(or) in bottom-to-top order.
Moreover, associated with each chain proper(o') there are two boolean indicators t(tr) and b(tr), corresponding, respectively, to the topmost and bottommost vertices of proper(or). Specifically, let tr' be the ancestor of tr such that the topmost vertex of proper(or) is an internal vertex of the chain proper(o") (for the special case where the topmost vertex of o-is at infinity, we let tr' be the father of r). We define t(r)= left if cr is to the left of r', and t(tr)= right if tr is to the right of r'. Parameter b(r) is analogously defined.
The dictionary contains the sorted lists of the vertices, edges, and regions of P, each sorted according to the alphabetic order of their names. With each vertex v we store pointers to the representatives of v in the (at most two) chains proper(tr) and proper(or') of which v is a nonextreme vertex. With each edge e we store pointers to the two representatives of e in the data structure. Finally, with each region r we store the vertices HIGH(r) and LOW(r), and a pointer to the representative of r in the list regions(x) such that X is the maximal cluster containing r. The dynamic maintenance of the dictionary in the various operations can be trivially performed in O(log n) time, and will not be explicitly mentioned in the following.
To analyze the storage used by the data structure, we note the following: the primary structure of T has O(n) Note that the above data structure is essentially identical with the one originally proposed for the static version of the technique [LP] . What is remarkable is that the single-chain structure of the proper edges of any given separator, due to our specific choice of the separator family, is the key for the emergence of full .dynamic capabilities. We now show that the property expressed by Theorem 3 allows us to establish an important dynamic feature of the data structure. According to standard terminology, a rotation at node tx of a binary search tree is the restructuring of the subtree rooted at /x so that one of the children of/x becomes the root thereof. A rotation is either left or right depending on whether the right or left child of/x becomes the new root, respectively. We then have Lemma 6. LEMMA 6. A rotation at a node of T can be performed in O(10g n) time. Proof Without loss of generality, we consider a left rotation as illustrated in Fig.  7 . Clearly, the separators stored at nodes outside the subtree rooted at o. Hereafter, the red-black tree T is assumed to be balanced. The rest of this section is devoted to the discussion of the algorithms to perform searches, insertions, and deletions.
4.2. Query. To perform point location search for a query point q, we use essentially the same method as in [LP] . The search consists of tracing a path from the root to a leaf X of T. At each internal node o-we discriminate q against separator o-. Three cases may occur:
(1) q 6 o.: we return the edge of o-that contains q and stop; (2) q is to the left of o-: we proceed to the left child of o-; (3) q is to the right of o-: we proceed to the right child of o-.
Once we reach a leaf X, we know that q belongs to a region of X. Since the regions of X are sorted from bottom to top, such region is determined by searching in the list regions(x). The above technique can be viewed as a "horizontal" binary search in the set of separators of P*, followed by a "vertical" binary search in the set of regions of the leaf X.
Let e be the edge of o-whose vertical span contains y(q). When e proper(o-), the discrimination of q against o-is a conventional search in strand l(o-). When e proper(or) then we use the pair (t(cr), b(r)): for example, when e is above proper(r), if t(cr)--left, then q is discriminated to the right of or, and to its left otherwise. (This is a minor variant of the criterion adopted in [LP] .) The case when e is below proper (or) is treated analogously. This simple analysis confirms that the time spent at each node is O(log n). We have Theorem 6 [LP].
THEOREM 6. The time complexity of the query operation is O(log n). 4.3. Insertion. We shall first show that the effect of operation v, v2,  r; r, r2) on the order < of the regions of P can be expressed as a syntactical transformation between the strings expressing the order before and after the update. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
On the boundary of r there are two distinguished vertices: HIGH (r) and LO W(r). regions that, respectively, precede and follow r in <. Thus, the subdivision P* is described by the string LrR.
Let el be the edge of P* on the left boundary of r incident on HIGH(rl) from below, and let X be the maximal cluster on the left of e. In general, this cluster consists of two portions, X and X2 (such that//1-X2), where/'2 consists exactly of the regions q' of X for which y(LOW(q'))>= y(HIGH(r)). Thus, we have L= L'xL". We now distinguish three cases and define substrings A, A z, L1, and L as follows.
(
(2) X2 .L et q be the region preceding r (note q could form a cluster with r).
We further distinguish:
(2.1) y(LOW(q))>=y(HIGH(rl)). In this case we let L=LIA2L2, where A is the maximal cluster immediately following X.
(2.2) y(LOW(q))<y(HIGH(r)). In this case we let L= LA1--, where A is the rightmost maximal cluster of L (but not necessarily a maximal cluster in P*).
The three cases are conveniently encompassed by the notation L= L1A--A2L2
Note that some of the symbols may denote empty strings. Analogously, string R can be reformulated as R R Pl "'p2R2 with straightforward meanings of the symbols.
Thus, in general, for any given region r and choice of v and /)2 on its boundary, we have the following canonical string decomposition of P*:
LA I--A LzrR pl--p2 R2.
The corresponding partition of the subdivision is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) . Examples of configur.ations corresponding to cases (2.1) and (2.2) are shown in Fig. 9 . Namely, Fig. 9 (a) shows case (2.1) for L and case (1) for R, Fig. 9 (b) shows case (2.2) for L and R, and Fig. 9 (c) shows case (2.2) for L and case (1) for R. We now investigate the rearrangement of this order caused by the insertion of chain y into r. Referring to Fig. 8(b) , it is immediately observed that the order after the update is as follows: L1 < A1 < rl < R1 < p < A2 < L2 < r2 </9 < R2.
To obtain the string description of the updated subdivision we must determine whether any new channel has been created. Any such channel can only arise in correspondence with a new adjacency caused by the update, specifically for the following pairs: (A1, rl), (pl,A2), and (r2,pz). The channel from )t to r exists only if y(HIGH(A))<= y( LO W( r) ), and analogously for the channel from r: to /92. Instead, since y(HIGH(pl))<y(LOW(Ae)), the cluster P-'2 always exists. Therefore, the order caused by the insertion of 3' is represented by the string LA --rR p-AeLerz--p2Re.
(In purely syntactic terms, this transformation corresponds to rewriting r as re-rl and then exchanging substrings riRp and A2Lere.) This is summarized as follows.
THEOREM 7. Let LA--ALzrRp--pzR2 be the string description of the order of P*, where LI r, and Rz are nonempty. After operation INSERT-CHAIN(% v, re, r; r, rz) the new order is described by LiA--rRp-AeLere--peRe.
The algorithm for the INSERTCHAIN(y, v, v2, r; r, r2) To formally describe the algorithm, we denote by P(S) the partial subdivision associated with a string S of consecutive regions of P. We can represent P(S) with essentially the same data structure described in 4.1, and we denote with T(S) the augmented separator tree for S. Note that T(S) does not store the edges which form the boundary of S (in the same way as T does not store the edges at infinity). Partial subdivisions can be cut and merged with the same rules as for the decomposition and concatenation of the corresponding strings.
Let P(S), P(Sz), and P(S) be partial subdivisions such that S= S$2. We show in the following how to merge T(S) and T(S2) into T(S), and how to cut T(S) to produce T(S1) and T(S2). The merge operation needs also the separator r forming the common boundary between the two (open) partial subdivisions P(S) and P(S2); o-is represented by its primary and secondary strands. The cut operation returns the separator o-. These operations can be implemented by means of the following six primitives.
PROCEDtRE MERGEI(S, or, Se; S). (It merges partial subdivisions P(S) and P(S), with S1-S; cr is the separator between P(S) and P(S2).)
(1) Construct a separator tree T(S) for P(S), by placing cr at the root, and making T(S) and T(S2) the left and right subtrees of or, respectively. (T(S) is a legal separator tree for P(S), but might be unbalanced.) (2) Rebalance T(S) by means of rotations. PROCEDtRE MERGE2(x, or, X; X). (It merges partial subdivisions P(X) and P(X2) such that X 'X2 into P(X), where X X-X, and c is the channel between and X.)
(1) Separate the two strands of c, and make the secondary strand become a new primary strand.
(2) Splice regions(x) and regions(xe) to form regions(x).
LEMMA 7. Operations MERGEI(S1, o-, Sz; S) and MERGE2(x1, c, Xz; X) have time complexity O(log n) and O(log n), respectively.
Proof The time bound for operation MERGE2 follows immediately from the properties of concatenable queues. With regard to MERGE1, Step (1) consists of forming T(S) by joining the primary structures of T(S) and T(Sz) through node r, which takes O(1) time. Since we use red-black trees, we can rebalance T(S) with O(log n) rotations [GS] , [T, pp. 52-53] . By Lemma 6, each such rotation takes O(log n) time, so that the total time complexity is O(log n).
PROCEDURE CUTI(S, X, X2; S, or, S2). (It cuts partial subdivision P(S) into P(S) with rightmost cluster X and P(S2) with leftmost cluster X2, such that X -:, and also returns the separator cr between P(S) and P(S:).)
(1) Find the node cr ofT(S) that is the least common ancestor of leaves X and (2) Perform a sequence of rotations to bring cr to the root of T(S), where after each rotation we rebalance the subtree of r involved in the rotation, namely, the left subtree for a left rotation and the right subtree for a right rotatioh (see Fig. 10 ). (1) Join the two previously separated strands of c, so that the rightmost one becomes the secondary strand of the other.
(2) Split regions(x) into regions(x1) and regions(x2).
LEMMA 8. Operations CUT1 S, Al, ,,'2; S1, o", $2) and CUT2(x; X Y, X2) have time complexity O(log n) and O(log n), respectively.
Proof The time bound for operation CUT2 is immediate. With regard to operation CUT1, step (1) takes O(height(T(S)))=O(log n) time. In step (2), we perform no more than height(T(S)) rotations to bring to the root. After each such rotation, we have to rebalance a subtree T', whose left and right subtrees are already balanced, so that the number of rotations required for rebalancing is proportional to the difference of height of the subtrees of T'. Such differences form a sequence whose sum is proportional to height(T(S)) [GS] Proof Since each edge has two representatives, there are at most two nodes of T where we proceed to both children. Hence, we visit a total of O(log n) nodes, spending O(log n) time at each node. [3 The complete algorithm for operation INSE.RTCHAIN(T, v, v2, r;  r, r) is as follows.
ALGORITHM INSERTCHAIN(T, Vl, v2, r; r, r2).
(1) Find regions q and s immediately preceding and following r, respectively; also, find clusters XL and XR by means of FINDLEFT(el; XL) and FIND-RIGHT(e2; XR). From these obtain A1, A2, Pl, and /92. (2) Perform a sequence of CUT1 and CUT2 operations to decompose P= P(LIA--ALzrRp--p2R2) into P(L), P(A), P(A2), P(L2), P(r), P(R), P(p), P(p), and P(R2). The primary and secondary strands returned by each such FI With regard to the INSERTPOINT operation, we locate the edge e in the dictionary, and replace each of the two representatives of e in the data structure with the chain (e, v, e2) . This corresponds to performing two insertions into sorted lists, so that we have Theorem 9. THEOREM 9. The time complexity of operation INSERTPOINT(v, e; e, e) is O(log n).
A similar argument shows Theorem 10.
THEOREM 10. The time complexity of operation MOVEPOINT(v; x, y) is O(log n). It remains an open problem whether O(log n) optimal performance is achievable for query/update times; in particular, whether the technique of fractional cascading, which achieved optimality for its suboptimal static predecessor [EGS] , can also be successfully applied to the presented technique.
Another challenging open question is to extend our technique to general planar subdivisions.
